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CONFIDENTIAL MEXICO 3224

SUBJ: STUDENT DEMONSTRATION ERUPTS IN VIOLENCE

1. APPROXIMATELY 7000 STUDENTS GATHERED THIS AFTERNOON AT CASCO DE SANTO TOMAS CAMPUS OF NATIONAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE (IPN), IN ACCORDANCE PLANS ANNOUNCED JUNE 2 FOR DEMONSTRATION AND MARCH IN SUPPORT OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY AT AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF NUEVO LEON.

2. INFORMATION STILL COMING IN AND REPORTS CONFLICTING BUT IT APPEARS POLICE (ONE SOURCE SAYS PLAIN-CLOTHED "HALCONES") MOVED TO BREAK UP MEETING, WHICH HAD OVERFLOWED CAMPUS, SHORTLY AFTER 5:00 P.M., SHOOTING STARTED (POLICE CLAIM BY STUDENTS) WITH RESULTING ESTIMATED TWO KILLED AND 30 WOUNDED, OF WHICH ONE A NEWSMAN. SPORADIC SHOOTING CONTINUES AS OF THIS REPORT, ALTHOUGH STUDENTS ARE NOW REPORTED BREAKING UP INTO SMALL GROUPS AND MOVING OFF CAMPUS.

3. OUR PRESENT INFORMATION IS THAT ARMY WAS ON ALERT BUT DID NOT BECOME INVOLVED IN ACTION AT IPN. UNAM AND OTHER CAMPUSES APPARENTLY QUIET. GP-3
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